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So we all know the difference between a cut / paste and a copy / paste.  

I mean, it's pretty obvious, one actually moves the cell contents and the other makes a 

duplicate. 

But, did you know that there's a difference in the way each of them treats formulas with 

relative cell references? 

(Relative Cell References are formula references to other cells based on their location as 

compared to the cell with the formula. Absolute cell references refer to a specific cell(s) no 

matter where the formula is copied or moved.) 

There is a difference and it would be a good idea to know exactly what Excel does with your 

formulas. 

If you copy / paste a formula containing relative cell reference, then you will find that the 

cell references are adjusted. That is, the new formula will reference cells located in the 

same relative positions, as the original formula, to the cell containing the formula. 

For example, let's suppose you have the following situation (see Figure 1) where cell D1 

contains a formula for the sum of cells A1 to A3. 

 

Figure 1 - Original Setup 

With a copy / paste you will see (Figure 2) that as the formula is copied one column to the 

right the cell references are also changed to read one column to the right. (Instead of calling 

on cells A1 to A3 the new formula calls for cells B1 to B3.) 

 

Figure 2 - Copy / Paste Example 

The original formula called for data 3 columns to the left and so does the newly copied 

formula. 

In contrast, if you choose to cut / paste the formula then you will find (see Figure 3) that 

the cell references are NOT changed. 
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Figure 3 - Cut / Paste Example 

The formula still refers to the exact same cells as it did in its old location. 


